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vidence-based voice pedagogy is a term used synonymously
with science-based voice pedagogy, function-based voice pedagogy,
or fact-based voice pedagogy. However, there is a precedent for
defining evidence-based voice pedagogy (EBVP) with a broader
understanding of the term. This new framework provides a context for
an inclusive perspective of what constitutes evidence in the field of voice
training. The gold standard of evidence for any voice teacher is to achieve
efficacy in the form of vocally efficient and artistic performances. Tools necessary to be an effective teacher are acquired through a broad continuum of
resources. By definition, evidence-based voice pedagogy is the integration
of voice teacher expertise and experience, student goals and perspectives,
and relevant research into voice science and production to effectively evaluate and identify technical inefficiencies to guide students toward vocally
healthy and efficient, stylistically accurate, and artistic performances. EBVP
is a voice pedagogy framework that acknowledges the importance of both
scientific voice research and anecdotal evidence, along with consideration
of the experience acquired by a teacher, and the importance of individual
student needs. EBVP provides a new framework that honors traditions while
simultaneously leading to the integration of fact-based principles of voice
production in the field of voice teaching.

ORIGINS OF EVIDENCE-BASED MEDICINE
AND EVIDENCE-BASED PRACTICE
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The framework for evidence-based voice pedagogy has its origins in the field
of medicine. In the early 1990s evidence-based medicine (EBM) came to be
defined as “the conscientious, explicit and judicious use of current best evidence in making decisions about the care of individual patients. The practice
of EBM means integrating individual clinical expertise with the best available
external clinical evidence from systematic research.”1 EBM is an approach to
patient care intended to use the latest research to optimize decision making.
An important achievement of EBM has been the development of the critical analysis of research methods to summarize the best available evidence.2
Guidelines outline what constitutes viable research to use in medical diagnosis; however, it is an approach to medicine consisting of more than scientific
research. The modern framework of systematized standards of care of EBM
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Figure 1. Evidence-based medicine.

Figure 2. Evidence-based practice.

integrates three important components: 1) best external
evidence, 2) clinical expertise, and 3) patients’ values and
preference (Figure 1). Evidence-based medicine is “a
systematic approach to clinical problem solving which
allows the integration of the best available research
evidence with clinical expertise and patient values.”3
The framework of EBM eventually advanced to other
behavioral health arenas that label it evidence-based
practice (EBP), a term that has different connotations
for different professional disciplines. Speech and hearing sciences adapted EBP in 2004 when ASHA created
the American Speech-Language-Hearing Association’s
Coordinating Committee on Evidence-Based Practice
and laid out a framework for incorporating EBP into
the guidelines. ASHA defines EBP as the integration of
three essential components when working with a client: 1) external scientific evidence, 2) clinical expertise/
expert opinion, and 3) client preferences and values “to
provide high-quality services reflecting the interests,
values, needs, and choices of the individuals we serve”
(Figure 2).4
Adapting EBM and EBP into a framework of evidence-based voice pedagogy (EBVP) is a logical next
step for the voice teaching profession. Using EBM and
EBP as a guideline, relevant scientific evidence/best
available research evidence become voice research,

clinical judgment/clinical expertise become voice
teacher experience and expertise, and patient values
and preferences become student goals and perspectives (Figure 3).
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Component 1: Voice Research

Voice research refers to research relevant to voice and
singing voice production. Relevant fields may include
voice science, singing voice, sports science, cognition
and learning, medicine, speech and hearing, acoustics,
psychology, and historical voice pedagogy.
EBM and EBP have systematized guidelines to identify various levels of quality of research; in the medical
discipline, this is especially crucial. Voice pedagogues
will review and evaluate peer-reviewed journals from a
variety of fields of research. Acknowledging the importance of scientific research and the rigorous controls it
often undergoes, in the field of voice pedagogy, there is
still value in anecdotal evidence and its application to
teaching. This is a necessary inclusion and adaptation
of EBM/EBP to EBVP. In the field of voice pedagogy,
even relevant experiential writing must have publication standards such as those in peer-reviewed journals.
Therefore, value is found in the anecdotal methodology
of historical pedagogy as well as rigorous, controlled
studies in the field of voice.
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must be valued and integrated into a modern understanding of principles of voice production.
In addition to the significance of the experience of
teaching in itself, aspects of teaching singing are acquired
through one’s own training and performance experience.
It is the totality of these numerous factors and experiences teachers acquire on stage and in the voice studio
that informs the multifaceted approach necessary to be
an effective teacher. Combined, voice teacher experience
and expertise ultimately become the “art of teaching.”
Component 3: Student Goals and Perspectives

Figure 3. Evidence-based voice pedagogy.

Component 2: Voice Teacher Expertise
and Experience

Voice teacher expertise and experience encompass the
knowledge acquired as both a performer and teacher.
Expertise consists in the effective use of highly trained
skills and understanding in the promotion of vocal
technique and health, musicianship, language, stylistic
accuracy, and artistry, as well as the ability to efficiently
identify and formulate solutions to technical challenges.
Expertise necessitates the use of creativity, instinct,
observation, and exploration to ensure that solutions
are responsive to the individual needs of the student, in
order to provide optimal vocal outcomes.
Voice teacher expertise is the mastery acquired
through practical experience. Increased expertise is
acquired in many ways. This is a crucial aspect of the
framework of EBVP as it acknowledges the importance of
a traditional empirical approach that demonstrates effective teaching methods acquired through experience. For
centuries, teaching singing has used a master-apprentice
model as the conventional method of one-to-one lessons.5 This affords teachers the opportunity to acquire
knowledge through exploration and experience as they
assess the outcomes of their teaching approach. In the
field of voice, great traditions are passed down through
generations and deserve our respect. Those traditions
November/December 2018

Student goals and perspectives acknowledge that optimal
pedagogic/teaching outcomes require consideration
of the interests, values, needs, and choices of the individuals we teach. It recognizes the value of a humanistic
approach that accounts for factors unique to the individual that will impact the learning process. This requires
voice teachers to take a collaborative approach in order
to identify the student’s goals and perspectives both at
the outset of and throughout the learning experience.
Student goals and perspectives integrate a holistic
approach to voice teaching. It requires empathy toward
physical, emotional, and mental factors during a voice
lesson. There are numerous factors to consider when
mentoring not only vocal skill acquisition but career
guidance. Voice lessons must include considerations for
the individual’s preferences and consider values regarding personal and vocal well-being. Students are more
than their voices; they are a whole individual requiring
an integrated approach to voice teaching.

CONCLUSION
Evidence-based voice pedagogy creates a framework
for a comprehensive approach to voice instruction by
acknowledging traditional empirical approaches of past
centuries, understanding the importance of teacher
experience, and recognizing the relevance of voice science research. Further, it considers the importance of
student goals and perspectives as individuals in a collaborative relationship with the voice teacher. The previous
assumption of evidence-based voice pedagogy seemed to
signify scientific research alone. The importance of this
EBVP framework is that it does not exclude anecdotal
evidence acquired from years of teaching. Quite the
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contrary, voice science research provides a foundation
from which to build an approach, but the art of teaching comes from experience. One does not learn to teach
voice by reading a book on singing or the mechanics
of voice production. Successful teaching comes from
a variety of informational and experiential sources,
relevant research, and individual studio experience; no
one element alone is sufficient. While acknowledging
that scientific study requires rigorous controls for objective qualifications, one still finds value in experiential
evidence. However, those traditions require validation
through collaboration with relevant voice research as the
foundation of a teaching approach. Language must be
carefully chosen during voice lessons in order not to perpetuate myths about voice mechanics. Demonstrating
efficacy is the most essential component of any teaching
approach. This can be achieved through experience,
experiment, observation, exploration, and intuition—all
of which occur during a voice lesson and are accounted
for in the framework of EBVP. A lifetime of acquiring
experience in the studio and on the stage, and the ability
to interpret these experiences through a fact-based lens
ultimately serves our students most effectively. EBVP is
a dynamic integration of evolving voice research, voice
studio experience, and student goals and perspectives
in the day-to-day practice of voice teaching.
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